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Installation Instructions for Contractors’ Kit
This kit is designed for safe ventilation for a bathroom. The Grille can be mounted 
directly above a shower cubicle or in the ceiling of a bathroom.  The Fan must be 
mounted more than 500mm outside the shower cubicle.

Installation Instructions
1. Using the ceiling grille cut a suitably sized hole in the ceiling ensuring first that the 

area above is free from obstructions.
2. Select a suitable place in the soffit or the outside wall for grille and cut a suitably 

sized hole, first ensuring that the area is free from obstructions.
3. From the ceiling space, feed the duct through the hole in the soffit so that it 

protrudes by approx 100mm.
4. Attach the duct to the outside grille using the tape provided and fix it in place.
5. Location of the fan:  The Fan must be mounted more than 500mm outside the 

shower cubicle.   It is preferable that the fan be mounted as near to the soffit as 
possible to ensure the quietest operation and comfort for the user. 
It may be suspended from a rafter using the tape provided or placed on top of the 
insulation.  Once a suitable location has been decided upon, cut the ducting to 
length and secure with the tape provided.  

6. From the ceiling space feed the remaining duct through the hole in the ceiling so 
that it protrudes by approx 100mm.

7. Attach the duct to the ceiling grille using the tape provided and fix it in place, cut the 
ducting to length and secure to fan with the tape provided.

Important
Switch off mains supply before making any electrical connections.  Smooth-Air 
recommends using a registered electrician to wire the fan.

Note
The unit is double insulated and therefore does not require an earth. Ensure that 
all bends are gently curved and that the ducting is as straight as possible. Keep 
the distance between the inlet and outlet grilles as short as possible for best fan 
performance.

Specifications
Electrical supply: 220/240V AC 50Hz 

Contractors’ Kit

Contractor’s Kit: VECONKIT150A
(Different kits have different fans & grilles)

Bathroom/Kitchen Extraction Contractor’s Kit
Code FID l/s    A W fan db(A) Pa

VeConKit100a Axial Kit Grille/Flex/ Fan/Grille 30 0.100 16 37 39

VeConKit100C Centrifugal Kit Grille/Flex/ Fan/Grille 69 0.34 80 46

VeConKit125a Axial Kit Grille/Flex/ Fan/Grille 53 0.105 24 38 39

VeConKit125C Centrifugal Kit Grille/Flex/ Fan/Grille 93 0.34 79 46

VeConKit150a Axial Kit Grille/Flex/ Fan/Grille 88 0.160 36 40 42

VeConKit150C Centrifugal Kit Grille/Flex/ Fan/Grille 127 0.35 80 46 VK Plastic Case In-Line Centrifugal Fans 
in Centrifugal kits


